Paddle
Sports
Products & Accessories

New Scotty Paddle Sports Products
476 Rocket Launcher
Rod Holder with
various mounts

138 Scotty / FCS™ Stand Up Paddle Fin Box Adaptor

The Scotty/FCS™ SUP Fin Box Adaptor is truly a revolutionary way to mount a rod
holder, camera mount, cup holder or any other Scotty post mount product onto
your SUP.
Simply install two FCS™ Fusion Fin Boxes on the top of your SUP (available in
various cant angles) and then drop your favorite Scotty products right into them
using our new adaptor.
Easily the strongest and most stable gear mounting system available for any SUP
ever manufactured.

137 Scotty Stand Up Paddle Mounting Sleeve

477

479

The time-tested basic, improved from its sawed-off PVC
origins. Scotty’s version of the Rocket Launcher Rod Holder
is fully adjustable, with a swivel base and a second joint that
controls vertical orientation. Get that expensive reel up off
the waterline.
Available and compatible with several Scotty post mounts,
including the locking push button styles.
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Each Stabilizer Kit includes:

Feel secure and stable while ﬁshing with Scotty
Stabilizers attached to your kayak. Easily
inﬂatable bladders offer over 30 lb. of extra
buoyancy and Scotty’s unique assembly system
makes installation and removal quick and easy!
The 30̋ long x 8̋ diameter pontoons are made of
heavy PVC coated outer shell material.

2 - inﬂatable pontoons
2 - 28 ̋ anodized arms w/posts
4 - 241L Locking Combination Side/
Deck Mounts
2 - 280 Baitcaster Rod Holders

Sometimes simple is the best design for a product and the
Scotty Paddle Clip is not only simple, it’s STRONG! We
spread out the mounting points, opened up the size of the
mounting holes, beefed up the sidewalls and made sure it
securely held every paddle we clipped into it.

The Scotty Portable Camera Mount is fully
twistable, turnable, rotatable and best of all,
instantly portable.

Also great for gear storage in your garage.

Locks down a standard camera or GoPro™
without needing a special adaptor. Fits into ALL
Scotty post mount systems which means we
have you covered no matter what you want to
mount it to.

130 Paddle Leash

Available as an OEM product or a retail aftermarket product, this is a great solution
for paddlers needing a permanent, secure, ﬂush mounted attachment point. Once
installed, this mount is absolutely ﬂush with the top of the board.

Simply wrap the strap around your paddle, thread it through itself,
snap the Scotty hook onto it and...voila, you’re done!

Manufactured from practically indestructible materials, the Scotty Mini Extender will
make ﬁshing from your watercraft even easier.

135 Portable Camera mount for
your GoPro™ or standard camera

Mount it in a convenient location on your watercraft and...
no worries, this low proﬁle clip will take care of holding your
paddle!

The Scotty Paddle Leash now has a new, improved system for
attaching our leash to your paddle, ﬁshing rod or anything else you
wish to secure.

This is the perfect adaptor to lift your Scotty Rod Holder off of your deck or to ﬁnd
that absolutely perfect ﬁshing position. The mini extender adds an extra 5 1/2” of
length to your rod holder post and will greatly improve a difﬁcult or dangerous ﬁshing
position.

Jim Sammons - kayak Fishing Guru

136 Paddle Clip

Here is the answer for those die-hard SUP’ers that must have Scotty products
mounted on their board. This socket is designed to be an unobtrusive glassed-in hard
mount for all your Scotty post mount rod holders and accessories.

459M Mini Double Ended Rod Holder Extender

Accessories

302 Kayak Stabilizers

Our 6 foot self retracting leash will quickly and safely secure anything
up to 1 1/2” in diameter.

(241L mount not
included)

132 Extra Long Grip Mounting Rivets
These structural rivets are an excellent solution for mounting
hardware where you don’t have access to the back side of a
fastener.
Great for mounting to thin-walled watercraft such as kayaks,
these rivets are designed to “butterﬂy” open to spread the
mounting load over a greater area. 10 pieces per package.

deck mount it

post mount it
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Safety Gear

Stainless steel piston rod for strength and durability.
Includes a ﬂoat and Lifetime Warranty.
Easily disassembled for quick clean-outs.

544K 15 ̋ pump with ﬂoat -

13 strokes per gallon

545K 21 ̋ pump with ﬂoat -

7 1/2 strokes per gallon

546

Replacement ﬂoat only

780 Lifesaver Whistle
The world’s most advanced all-purpose safety whistle.
• Loud, up to 118 dB
• Synthetic peas will not absorb moisture or freeze
• Works when soaking wet (clears instantly)
• ABS plastic will not stick to mouth in cold weather

784 Pealess Lifesaver Whistle

Same features as the No. 780 Lifesaver whistle only
without peas for Canadian Coast Guard compliance.
Double chambered for multiple pitches.

Paddle Sports Accessory Kit

Comes with a kayak pump, throw bag, lifesaver whistle
and a handy mesh storage bag.

794 Paddle Sports Accessory Kit with
544K 15” Hand Pump

793 Throw Bag

• Braided polypropylene ﬂoating rope
• 50́ x 9/32 ̋ 550lb test (15m x 7mm 250 kg test)
• Bright orange nylon and polyester
self-draining bag comes with adjustable
strap and 3M reﬂective safety band

774 Watertight Emergency Equipment
Container
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For dry storage of ﬂares, emergency rations, matches, etc.
Net buoyancy - 1kg (2.2 lb)

SEA-LIGHT for paddling safety

300 Tarp Clips

USCG approved light - visible up to two miles.
Waterproof and corrosion resistant. Runs up to eight
hours on two “AA” batteries. Removable light is
portable and can easily be attached to a life jacket.

823 Includes 20 ̋ pole, USCG approved light
and No. 241 Side/Deck Mount

824 Includes 20 ̋ pole, USCG approved light

823

and No. 244 Flush Deck Mount

825 Includes suction cup base, safety leash
and USCG approved light

828 Drop down Sea Light.
• 42” overall height,

• unique drop-down adjustment,

Contains 15 essential items, over 75 pieces in total,
all in a rugged watertight buoyant container. Also
included is a bonus No. 780 Whistle.

779 Small Vessel Safety
Equipment kit

Contains 4 of the items required by the Canadian
Coast Guard for vessels up to eight meters.
Includes 15m buoyant heaving line, bailer (watertight
container), sound signaling device (pealess whistle)
and watertight ﬂashlight (batteries not included).

797 Anchor Kit

• 50’ (15m) Premium Nylon Line
• 1.5 lb (0.6 kg) Folding Anchor
• Watertight Buoyant Container
- doubles as a bailer
• Nylon Snap Hook, for easy
attachment to vessel
• For still water use

3010 Snap Hook Key Chain

276 Anchor Lock

A great anchor lock system for small boats in still
water ﬁshing situations. Easy lock and release action
allows one handed anchor line adjustments. For use
with rope up to 1/2̋ diameter. Tough construction
and roller bearing for smooth, quiet operation.
Includes a 241 Combination Side/Deck Mount.

Available in black, blue, purple, green, red,
orange, yellow and glow.

Strongback Oar Lock
276

278 No post or mount included. Designed to be
277

828

Moulded nylon over a solid 3/8” stainless steel
pin. Low friction nylon creates smooth and quiet
operation. Available in black only
102 2 1/8 ̋ inside dimension
(standard oars)

permanently ﬁxed to your boat

• Removable USCG approved light

789 Watertight First Aid Kit

6 per pack or in bulk.
Incredible strength, unlimited uses!

277 Includes 244 Flush Mount

• high vis orange ﬂag with 3M reﬂective
tape.
• 241 Side/Deck Mount

590 Snap Hook

Powerful locking jaws provide the ultimate grip! Quick
and easy to use. Made from tough, reinforced nylon.
Unlimited uses.
Available in black or high-vis yellow.

825

Accessories

Kayak Pump

104 1 3 /4 ̋ inside dimension
(small oar)

750 Trap-ease

Crab and prawn trap roller for easy retrieval.
Extends out over your gunnel to help protect your
watercraft. Rigid design provides ultimate strength.
Recommended for non-commercial, single trap use.
Includes a No. 241 Side/Deck Mount.

101 Oar Collar

Made of rugged, ﬂexible polyethylene.
Adjustable and long wearing. Quick and easy to
install (fasteners supplied). Can be trimmed for
smaller oars. Available in black and white

749 Mount not included

130 Paddle Leash

The Scotty Paddle Leash now has a new
improved system for attaching our leash to your
paddle, ﬁshing rod or anything else you wish to
secure.
Simply wrap the new strap around your paddle,
thread it through itself, snap the Scotty hook onto it
and...voila, you’re done!
Our 6 foot self retracting leash will quickly and
safely secure anything up to 1 1/2” in diameter.

Scotty Cup Holder

For cans, coffee mugs and insulated sleeves.
Convenient accessory rack to hang lures and tools.
Easily removable. Available in black or white.

310

310 Drink Holder with versatile, mountanywhere button mount

311 Drink Holder with versatile, mount-

anywhere button mount and rod holder
post mount

Shown with
241 side/deck
mount (not
included)
311
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Gearing Up Your Kayak

400 ORCA Rod
Holder (page 8)

311 Cup Holder
and 272 Sounder
Mount are shown in
this illustration of
the 257 Triple mount
System.
(pages 5 & 9)

750 Trap-ease
(page 5)

388 Gear Head Mount
Kit (page 11)

794 Paddle Sports
Accessory Kit
(page 4)

276 Anchor Lock
(page 5)

823 SEA-light
(page 4)

253 Gimbal Rod
Holder Adaptor
(page 10)

459 Adjustable Rod Holder
Extender with an Orca Rod
Holder (pages 8 & 11)

793 Throw Bag
(page 4)
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789 Watertight
First Aid Kit
(page 4)

130 Leash
(page 3)

Gearing Up Your Kayak

797 Anchor Kit
(page 4)

230 Powerlock
Rod Holder
(page 8)

779 Small Vessel
Safety Equipment
Kit
(page 4)

280 Baitcaster / Spinning
Reel Rod Holder (page 8)

302 Scotty Stabilizer
System (page 3)

1073 Laketroller - Bracket
Mount (page 11)
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Rod Holders

280

This incredibly versatile rod holder is a must for the
serious angler. Holds a baitcaster reel in a cushioned
cradle and a slot in the front of the rod holder allows
for secure holding of a spinning reel. The rod holder is
designed with a side mounted ﬂange which leaves the
bottom open to easily accommodate trigger grip rods.
Rods can be secured with a soft latching strap which
snaps over the top. Includes a 241 Combination Side/
Deck Mount

281 Includes 244 Flush Deck Mount
280 & 281 available in grey, black and white.

267 Fly Rod Holder and Float
Tube Mount combination

The Fly Rod Holder combined with
adjustable wrap-around straps and quickrelease clips to use with your ﬂoat tube or
pontoon boat.

350 Rodmaster II Rod Holder

Removable gimbal pin and front opening slot
accommodates any rod and reel combination.
10” tube. Includes 241 Side/Deck Mount.

351 Includes 244 Flush Deck Mount

230 Powerlock Rod Holder

Scotty’s most popular, value priced, positive-locking,
open style rod holder. It’s universal cradle holds almost
any reel style and has a front locking ring to prevent
rod loss when travelling. Manufactured with ﬁbre
reinforced engineering grade nylon, the Powerlock
offers strength, resilience and reliability. Includes 241
Side/Deck Mount.

231 Includes 244 Flush Deck Mount
230 & 231 available in grey, black, sand
and white.

.230

Fits or can be adapted to most ﬁshﬁnder brands
including Lowrance, Eagle, Humminbird and Garmin.
Includes a 241 Combination Side/Deck Mount and
stainless steel fasteners. Can be used with all Scotty
post mount systems
Deck Mount

272 Swivel Fishﬁnder Mount plate and post only
(mounting bracket not included )

No. 400 ORCA Rod Holder

The fastest rod release of any holder on the
market. With one quick motion, your ﬁshing
rod is lifted straight out into the ﬁsh ﬁghting
position. Includes 241L Locking (push
button) Combination Side/Deck Mount

265 Fly Rod Holder
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264 Includes 244 Flush Deck Mount

272
270

Matches the mounting plate of your Humminbird
Piranha sounder perfectly. Inﬁnite 3600 horizontal
adjustment. Includes a 241 Combination Side/Deck
Mount and stainless steel fasteners.

274 Humminbird Piranha Sounder Post
Mount Only
425 Hammer Head Rod Butt Cushion

More comfortable and easier to use than most
ﬁghting belts. Universal rod butt tube allows simple
rod to rod transfer.

Fits all Scotty post mounts (sold separately).

257 Triple Mounting System

Customize the 257 Triple Rod Holder with the
rod holder or accessories of your choice. This
conﬁguration includes the same 360° side or
deck mounting bracket but does not include rod
holders.

273 Humminbird Piranha Sounder
Mount

Flush Mount

265

Best choice of anything on the market. It has a
handy tool and lure rack to keep things organized
and can swivel 360°. As well, each rod holder can
swivel 360° and tilt for ultimate versatility. The 256
conﬁguration comes with three 230 Powerlock
Rod Holders that perfectly cradle most makes and
models of rods and reels. Each Powerlock Rod
Holder has a locking ring to fully secure your rod
for travelling.

270 Swivel Fishﬁnder with 244 Flush

401 Includes 244L Locking Side Lever

Innovative compact design allows hands-free trolling
with a ﬂy rod. Fully adjustable and includes a safety
strap. Even works with “short-butt” ﬂy rods. Includes
241 Side/Deck Mount.

256 Triple Rod Holder with
Powerlock Rod Holders

269 Swivel Fishﬁnder Mount

Rod Holders

280 Bait Caster / Spinning Reel Rod
Holder

All post mount Scotty Rod Holders are
completely adjustable with multiple vertical
and horizontal positions.

Shown
mounted in
a Scotty 444
ﬂush mount
(not included)

362 Triple Mounting System

Triple Rod Holder Board Only - This unit fastens
directly to the deck of your boat and you choose
which rod holders or accessories to add. Rod
Holders, Mounting Post and Mount not included.

341 Glue-On Mount Pad

Manufactured from ﬂexible PVC and can be
bonded to PVC or Hypalon inﬂatable boats.
Stainless Steel fasteners included.
Size: 5”x 7”
Available in light grey and black
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Rod Holder Mounts

241

Allows mounting on a ﬂat deck surface or on the side
of a gunnel or transom. For use with all Scotty post
mount rod holders and accessories.
Dimensions: 4” x 2” x 2”
Bolting dimensions: 1 5/16” x 3 3/16”

248 Oarlock Mount

459M Mini Double Ended Rod Holder Extender

Excellent for row boats. Use the
oarlock socket on your small boat to
mount a Rod Holder or Laketroller
Downrigger.

241L

Simple, single push button releases your Scotty post
INSTANTLY! Same dimensions as 241

Includes a splash cover. Sealed base for watertight
applications.
Available in grey, black, sand and white.
Dimensions: 4” x 2” x 2”
Bolting Dimensions: 3 3/16” x 1 5/16”

427 Double Gear Adaptor

244

Position your rod to face the ﬁshing action.
The 427 Double Gear Adaptor has locking
articulation both vertically and horizontally.

254M MINI Rod Holder Height
Extender

Extends the height of a rod holder by
4 1/4 ̋, allowing you to tilt your rod holder
when using a Flush Deck Mount. The MINI
extender provides more ﬂexibility when
choosing the perfect position for your
rod. Works with all Scotty post mount rod
holders.

244L

Slide the locking lever to one side and your Scotty
post is instantly released for removal or repositioning. Same dimensions as 244

344 Round Flush Mount

Sealed base for watertight applications. Includes a
splash cover.
Dimensions: 3 3/4” diameter
Bolting Dimensions: 2 3/16” x 2 3/16”

444 Compact Threaded
Deck Mount

Fits gunnels up to 2 ̋ thick. Secures
with no exposed hardware using
provided nylon nut. Comes with cap to
seal the bottom.

449 Clamp Mount

Fully portable mounting option for all Scotty
post mount rod holders. Works with a No. 241
Side/Deck Mount (not included). Maximum
opening 2 ̋ .

459

1073 Laketroller - Bracket
Mount

This is the perfect adapter to lift your Scotty Rod Holder off of
your deck or to ﬁnd that absolutely perfect ﬁshing position. The
mini extender adds an extra 5 1/2” of length to your rod holder
post and will greatly improve a difﬁcult or dangerous ﬁshing
position.

241 Side/Deck Mount permits
mounting on a ﬂat deck surface or on
the side of a gunnel or transom. 360°
rotation, one foot per turn.

459M

344

444

242 Rail Mount Adapter

Fits 7/8” & 1” diameter round rail, and 1”
square rail.
For all Scotty post mount rod holders.
Works with 241 side / deck mount
Includes stainless steel fasteners.

254

254 Rod Holder Height Extender
Increase your odds with easier access to your rod and reel.
Extends the height of a rod holder by 8 1/2 ̋ . Stainless steel
shaft. Works with all Scotty Post Mount Rod Holders.

1071 Laketroller Portable Clamp Mount

Excellent for pontoon boats. Position your
Scotty rod holder anywhere on your rail.
Provides versatile mounting without having to
drill more holes in your boat. Stainless steel
fasteners (included) hold this tough mount
securely in place. Works with all Scotty post
mount rod holders. Fits 1 1/4” round or square
rails.

The perfect portable mini downrigger for
ﬁshing from your canoe or small boat.
No drilling holes or permanent mounting
required. Simply clamp the laketroller to
the gunnel or transom or your watercraft
and you are ready for controlled depth
ﬁshing. Maximum clamp opening is 2”.
One foot per turn.

259 Rod Holder Height Extender

Extends the height of a rod holder by 6 1/2̋, allowing for
faster access when that ﬁsh strikes. Made from super
tough reinforced nylon. Works with Scotty post mount rod
holders (except 240 Striker).

259

428 Gear Head Mount

Quick and easy, drop and lock system. Allows you to
secure or re-position your rod holder with just a twist.
This versatile mount allows locking 360o horizontal
rotation as well as vertical articulation.

428

429 Gear Head Mount Extender
Bring the great features of the 428 Gear Head Mount
closer to you by adding the 459 Extender.

429

245 1 1/4” Round Rail Mount
449

Downriggers allow ﬁshermen to troll their lures at
speciﬁc depths, enabling the ﬁshermen to ﬁght the
ﬁsh, not the gear.

Provides the option for you to position your Scotty Rod
Holder into that perfect ﬁsh-ﬁghting location. Conveniently
position your rod holder closer to you on your kayak
or your downrigger to eliminate reaching for your rod.
Extends the height of a rod holder by 9 1/2”.

Manufactured from practically indestructible material, the Scotty
Mini Extender will make ﬁshing from your watercraft even easier.

244 Rectangular Flush Deck Mount

244L LOCKING
Rectangular Flush Deck Mount
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459 Adjustable Rod Holder Extender

Allows the use of Scotty Post Mount Rod
Holders with factory installed ﬂush mounted rod
holders.

Available in grey, black, sand and white.

241L LOCKING
Combination Side or Deck Mount

253 Gimbal Mount Rod Holder
Adaptor

388 Gear Head Mount Kit
Same great features as the 429 but also includes the
versatile 280 Baitcaster Rod Holder and the 241L Locking
Side/Deck Mount.

388

Compact Downriggers

241 Combination Side or Deck Mount

1050MP Depthmaster 23” Master Pack
with Portable Clamp
Fully portable, compact,
versatile and reliable, the perfect
introductory downrigger. One
foot per turn spool operates
easily with either hand from a
sitting position. Includes a spray
protected mechanical counter
and boom mounted rod holder.
The portable anodized
aluminum clamp opens to
2” to ﬁt virtually any gunnel
conﬁguration.
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60 Years of Excellence...

Original
Release Clips

Blayney Scott (standing)
and Dacre Scott

Original Stainless Steel
Rod Holder

CLASSICS

Original Blue
Manual Downrigger

For information regarding factory authorized
service centers, parts, and other information
please contact:
Scotty Fishing, Marine and Outdoor Products
2065 Henry Ave West
Sidney, British Columbia
Canada V8L 5Z6
Phone: (250) 656-8102
Toll Free: 1-800-214-0141
Fax: (250) 656-8126

In 1952, Blayney Scott started a small company in Victoria, British Columbia, that
pioneered the use of plastics in the manufacturing of salmon ﬁshing lures and other
marine products. From humble beginnings, Scott Plastics Ltd. has evolved to produce
thousands of products under the Scotty trademark which are sold to the ﬁshing, marine,
outdoor and ﬁreﬁghting industries worldwide. Now with markets all over North America,
Europe, Australia, New Zealand and beyond, Scotty products are gaining a reputation
for being top quality, but still affordable in the face of rising production costs.
The Scotty trademark has become recognized to mean product excellence. The total
commitment to quality, fair pricing and unmatched service means our customers
everywhere can expect reliability and satisfaction from every product that carries the Scotty
name.
From production to community involvement, the Scotty name carries pride and distinction
in the ﬁshing, marine, outdoor and ﬁreﬁghting industries. All products are backed by years
of manufacturing experience and the highest quality customer service. Excellent vendor
support and a superior product have made Scotty a leader in the ﬁshing industry. This
company with small business origins has big heart and big plans. Scotty: The Way to Fish!

The Way To Fish®

www.scotty.com
Email: scotty@scotty.com
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